Fast Facts

Pedals for passenger cars

Accelerator pedals are more than an interface between driver and vehicle. Beside the driver’s perception of ergonomic they support important functionalities for reducing fuel consumption, engine management and are also integrated into safety and comfort systems.

Innovativeness
• Proprietary Autopad® sensor technology (inductive)
• Hanging type or floor mounted pedal design

Typical features
• Contactless sensor technology
• Redundant output signal
• Typically 5 V supply voltage
• Programmable output signal characteristic
• Analog or SENT output signal
• FMVSS 124
• FMVSS 302

Design freedom
• Kick down function on demand
• Styling pad of pedal plate on demand
• Outer shape could be customized

Force feedback functionality on demand

General Note This Fast Fact does not give any information on product availability. The information given is just meant to describe the product and is not to be considered as guaranteed characteristics in the legal sense. All products are subject to design changes in the interest of further technical development.
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